Select this time-honored timesaver for literary analysis online

Since its first volume in 1973, Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC) has been the world’s leading resource for information on modern literature. Now students, teachers, librarians and other researchers who have come to depend on this award-winning reference series for timely critical analysis of key literary works can find this superb coverage in an online format.

Contemporary Literary Criticism Select (CLC Select) offers not only the benefits of online access to literary criticism but also provides subject-term accessibility and an overall index that extends to every volume in the extensive CLC series.

Applications
Students, public and academic librarians and other literary researchers will use Contemporary Literary Criticism and CLC Select to:

- Access critical introductions to major and new authors
- Find full-text criticism on major literary works
- Locate biographical information on contemporary authors
- Target sources for further research

Benefits
CLC Select offers many new channels of access to literary criticism information, allowing you to search the database by:

- Author name
- Author profile (genre, nationality, ethnicity, gender)
- Titles
- Subjects/Themes
- Critics/Critical Sources
- Full-Text Search which allows you to search for a word or phrase in any CLC Select entry

In addition, users will enjoy these valuable CLC Select benefits:

- Nearly 300 major author entries compiled from Volumes 1-94 and all authors from Volumes 95-133.
- Convenient online format saves shelf space
- Data updates are automatic — no download or discs to handle
- Access from any Web-capable computer (including 24-hour remote access)

What you’ll find
Entries provide extensive information including:

- Introduction to the Author — a discussion of the author’s life, works, critical importance
- Critical Essays — essays and excerpts taken from books, magazines, literary reviews, newspapers and scholarly journals; interviews with featured authors where available; bibliographical citations
- Suggestions for further reading — an annotated bibliography of sources for further study

Offer exceptional literary coverage on the Internet
CLC Select is a unique complement to the RUSA award-winning print series. In addition to providing online access to specially-licensed critical essays and excerpts, you’ll offer students and other researchers links to biographical profiles of today’s most-studied authors. A subject-term search will not only link to online entries, but will cite relevant entries in all volumes of the print series.

CLC Select currently details more than 120 authors (derived from Volumes 95-101 and 50 recrafted from the series’ earlier volumes). Updates will be added as new volumes are published — roughly six times per year.
**Searching CLC Select**

Building on the strength of the print series, CLC Select offers many new channels of access to the information you need. You can search this database by:

- Author name
- Author profile (genre, nationality, ethnicity, gender)
- Titles
- Subjects/Themes
- Critics/Critical Sources
- Full Text Search allows you to search for a word or phrase in any CLC Select entry
- Custom Search facilitates a variety of the most-requested searches of the CLC Select database. You can search a single parameter or combine several criteria to zero in quickly on the results you target

**Availability**

CLC Select is also available via subscription through The Gale Group’s online reference service, GaleNet. To further explore CLC Select, go to www.galegroup.com. For additional product or pricing information, call your Gale Group Representative at 1-800-877-GALE.